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got those lovely lips in front of you, and those eyes, and that surprised smile of hers." He answered sedately :
" I'm always an optimist.  It's the basis of my character." <c So/' Sampeyre went on, " you think that this statement sums up the situation correctly ? **
" I beg your pardon. . . . What is there in it that strikes you as arguable ? "
cc The essential part of it - what it says at the end." " Oh, yes ? "
The whole group surrounded Laulerque in smiling;, rather teasing silence. Louise Argellati, sitting in the armchair which had been moved over for her from the right-hand side of the window to the left-hand corner, bent forward as though to miss nothing of what the young man might say. Mathilde Cazalis pouted almost imperceptibly and looked disappointed. Even Sampeyre had an air of " waiting for the answer " which reminded Laulerque of former classes at the Auteuil primary school. Legraverend and Darnould looked at each other in amused expectation. Only Clanricard, standing up with his back to the long bookcase, went on thinking to himself.
Laulerque was not to be caught by this tacit provocation which converged upon him from all directions. That did not prevent it from working upon him, or his mind from responding to it with an almost intolerable itchiness.
He looked at Legraverend, Louise Argellati, and Darnould one after the other. He raised his head towards Claa-ricard. Then, in a tone of voice so circumspect that it sounded flat, he asked :
,  ** Is there anybody here who attaches any importance to the principal part of this statement ? "
The group breathed again, as you breathe again at the first crackling of a wood fire which at first has refused to catch, Laulerque blinked his eyes. His nostrils quivered a little. He felt that if he had Mathilde Cazalis in his arms he could bite her in order to punish her for the sudden satisfaction which she registered. Sampeyre, who did not

